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ABSTRACT

Preparation of planetary surface sites prior to a manned mission can be accomplished through the use of a robotic
colony. The tasks of such a colony would include habitat deployment, setup of in-situ fuel and oxygen production
plants, and beaconed road placement. The colony will have to possess a great deal of autonomy for this ambitious
list. BISMARC (Biologically Inspired System for Map-based Autonomous Rover Control) is a behavior based system
for the control of multiple rovers on planetary surfaces. During the past few years the system has performed well
in multiple cache retrieval simulations, and a certain degree of fault tolerance has been included in the design. In
this paper we address the extensions to BISMARC that would be necessary for a robotic colony application. These
extensions include a wider array of behaviors, better communication and mapping capabilities, and fault tolerance
shared by the colony. The results of some simulations for habitat site preparation are reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Future manned Mars habitation will require some measure of robotic infrastructure support. This support could
be in the form of inspection/maintenance of an existing structure, or on a more ambitious level, the use of robotic
precursor missions to set up the habitat. Tasks of such precursor missions might include habitat site preparation and
deployment, setup of in-situ fuel and oxygen production plants, and beaconed road placement. The site preparation
task shown in Figure 1 shares many of the elements of the cooperative box-pushing task.
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Figure 1. Beaconed delimited site for autonomous clearing operation. Site size is 100 m50 m.
Cooperative robotic box-pushing has been the subject of numerous recent research studies. A good biological
analog for this task is prey or food transport performed by social insects such as ants.
If the steps undertaken
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for the prey transport operation can be duplicated within a robotic control system, an e ective although not optimal
strategy for cooperative box-pushing or site clearing can be realized. Such an approach was taken by Kube and
Bonareau through randomized robot-box interactions in their recent study of the problem.
The series of steps usually undertaken are:
 A single ant will try to carry or drag the item with numerous realignment and regrasping attempts if necessary.
 If unsuccessful, the ant will contact some of it's nestmates to assist in the task. These nestmates are recruited
from both short range and long range distances, with preference given to the ants in the immediate vicinity.
 The group of ants will collectively start to tug on the item, rearranging themselves prior to actual pickup or
dragging. They then cooperatively carry the item back to the nest, once again with realignment and regrasping
operations being performed when needed.
 If the item is too large or heavy for all of the recruited nestmates, then ants with specialized mandibles break
the item into smaller pieces.
The actual means of assessment of the need for realignment during the collective transport phase is not well understood, but it may be along the lines of the "cooperation without communication" modality. The ants might sense
and react to the relative movement of the shared transport item, and thus interact through the environment.
As pointed out by Parker in her study of box-pushing using multiple heterogeneous robots, the problem of action
recognition in other robots is extremely dicult using current sensing modalities. This would seem to indicate that
explicit communication is needed between robots performing a cooperative task. An alternate approach uses feedback
from an object being manipulated, such as in the box- pushing task, to minimize or totally eliminate the need for
this communication.
The study by Mataric, et al used a simple communication strategy to enforce turntaking behavior in legged robots for the box-pushing task. This e ectively neutralized the problems of deadlock and
stagnation. Staying within the limited bandwidth of planetary rover communication channels, communication along
the lines of the simple broadcast modality of Parker will be used for the recruitment subtask. We use the control
strategy of Kube and Bonabeau implemented with temporal penalties to address the realignment/reposition
for deadlock and stagnation resolution. This direction was taken in order to eliminate explicit dependence on
communication for successful task completion.
We previously developed a control system for autonomous planetary rover control called BISMARC (Biologically
Inspired System for Map-based Autonomous Rover Control),
that uses a free ow hierarchy (FFH) architecture for action selection. The sensor models are based on those used for the Sample Return Rover (SRR) and the
Field Integrated Design and Operations (FIDO) rover at the Jet Propulsion Lab. The system has been used for 800
simulations of a multiple rover, multiple cache recovery operation in a Mars environment with a mission success rate
of 98.9%. The cooperative aspects of these missions were limited to the sharing of compressed maps for navigation
to the cache sites. BISMARC is currently being ported to SRR for eld testing in the Planetary Robotics Lab at
JPL.
BISMARC possesses some degree of built-in fault tolerance in the action selection mechanism, and in addition,
it handles rover sub-component failures through adaptation of the weights in the FFH. Short term memory mechanisms are used for the fault detection process and sensory perception modi cation is used for fault tolerance. In
some sense, the modi cation can be viewed as a type of learning behavior. This fault tolerant behavior is extremely
important for the long duration robot colony missions.
The next section describes the overall organization of the BISMARC architecture. This is followed by a discussion
of the anticipated tasks and robotic capabilities needed for a robot colony, including the necessary extensions necessary
to BISMARC. In particular, we will concentrate on the site preparation task as an example that includes most of
these extensions. The results of some robot colony surface clearing simulations are described next, followed by a nal
summary section.
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2. BISMARC ORGANIZATION

BISMARC is an example of a behavior-based robotic control architecture. A comprehensive review of such architectures can be found in the monograph by Arkin. Sensor inputs are translated into actions through the use of a
23

process called an action selection mechanism (ASM). A recent review of ASMs can be found in Pirjanian.
At
the heart of BISMARC is a FFH ASM modeled after that of Rosenblatt and Payton with modi cations suggested
by Tyrrell.
The ASM used by BISMARC for the studies reported in this paper is shown in Figure 2. Action nodes are
drawn as rectangles, stimulus nodes as ellipses, and those with multi-directional characteristics are indicated using
8 directional bins. The combination rules are additive for a small lled rectangle above the node, multiplicative for
a small lled triangle, and a more sophisticated rule is used for plain rectangular nodes. This more sophisticated
combination rule was developed by Tyrrell to guarantee the proper transfer of goal and motivational behavior to
lower levels of the FFH.
Tyrrell introduced the temporal penalty (T-circle in Figure 2) to control action that will take an inordinate
amount of time to complete. The temporal penalty is derived using the assigned value raised to the power of the
elapsed time during the current action. Temporal penalty nodes increased the likelihood of satisfying the overall
mission goal of totally clearing a designated area. In addition, the uncertainty penalty (U-circle in Figure 2) is used
to control actions that are heavily dependent on external sensor inputs, which are usually noisy and imprecise.
24,25
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Figure 2. FFH system for BISMARC. All weights on the arcs are 1.0 unless otherwise indicated. Notation for
symbols is that of Tyrrell. See text for a detailed discussion.
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The top level behaviors in BISMARC generally relate to rover health (\Avoid Other Robot", \Sleep at Night",
\Warm Up", \Cool Down", \Get Power") or the clearing operation (\Scan for Rock", \Clear Area", \Keep Variance
Low"). These high level behaviors involve a complicated combination of internal control and assimilation of external
sensor inputs. Since potentially con icting behaviors can arise, the FFH o ers a better approach to the low level
control problem than direct elimination of lower nodes due to inhibition as found in purely reactive control. There
are only six bottom level actions: \Sleep", \Move", \Broadcast", \Respond to Call", \Look Around", and \Rest".
There is some sel shness built into the behaviors in that the weight on the \Respond to Call" node is negative (dozer
will be slightly hesitant to stop current behavior).
26

3. ROBOTIC COLONY OPERATIONS

For the purposes of brevity, this paper will concentrate on the robotic colony operations that are involved in site
clearing. A description of a broader class of robotic colony operations can be found in Huntsberger and Rodriguez.
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Site clearing can be accomplished by a solitary robot if all of the signi cant rocks are within the size and mass
constraints that the robot is able to handle. Rocks that are outside these limits will need to be cleared using a
cooperative multiple robot strategy. The issues that must be addressed before such a strategy can be implemented
are:








Robot behavior di erences in the solitary vs. group surface clearing task.
Method for solitary robot to decide when portion of task is not doable alone.
Communication protocol for recruitment.
Coordination of multiple robots for clearing of dicult terrain areas.
Determination of correct number of robots for clearing task at hand.
Method for solving deadlock/stagnation problem.

Each of these items are relatively easy to incorporate into a behavior-based control system. The following subsections
discuss each of them in turn.

3.1. Behavior

The possible methods that might be used for solitary vs. group behavior action selection under BISMARC would
include the \behavior sets" of the ALLIANCE architecture,
the direct and/or temporal sequencing of \basic
behaviors" in the behavior-based system of Mataric,
or the schemas of Arkin.
BISMARC uses
behavioral cues to trigger the appropriate behavior for the current situation. Behaviors such as \Avoid other Robot"
are already built into the hierarchy and invoked automatically when activation of that behavior becomes the dominant
input to the arbitration node. For example, weights on the links between levels of the hierarchy give the \Avoid
Other Robot" behavior precedence over the \Approach Perceived Rock" behavior.
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3.2. Pushing decision

Two sensor inputs that can be used by an earth-moving robot to ascertain its inability to complete the task are the
strain gauges on the dozer blade and the wheel odometry. If the wheel odometry indicates a stall mode, then the
robot will not be able to move the object. On the other hand, the robot can go into a slip mode, where the odometry
data still indicates forward motion. In both cases, the temporal pro le of the strain gauges on the dozer blade will
give the necessary information for deciding whether to recruit help. If the object is being pushed, the strain gauges
will stay at a relatively stable level related to the ground friction. Potential stagnation is detected when the strain
gauge inputs increase to a level indicating potential damage to the dozer blade. BISMARC uses the FFH to include
temperature and battery level sensors in the action selection process. This information is also combined with relative
beacon localization as detailed in the next subsection.

3.3. Communication

If the single robot decides it can't clear a section of ground either at the start of the sequence or midway through,
a communication strategy for recruitment needs to be invoked. BISMARC assumes that the boundaries for the
clearing site have been previously delimited by radio beacon placement. These beacons are used by the individual
robots for their position determination within the site. In the event that a robot has to recruit help, the broadcast
communication includes this position information in order for the individual robots to respond based on relative
closeness to the robot in need. The rst robot to determine that it is within the range for response uses a simple
broadcast to notify the other robots that it has accepted the recruitment call, thus allowing the other robots to get
on with their current task. We will investigate the potential problems that can arise from the use of such potentially
inaccurate information in the experimental studies section.

3.4. Number to recruit

In the case of a swarm model of this process, there is a large number of candidates for recruitment. On the other
hand, the number of individuals in a robot colony will necessarily be limited due to mass and power constraints.
As such, BISMARC takes a conservative strategy and only tries to recruit a single robot each time it encounters a
problem. The team of robots grows one at a time and uses the same methods as the solitary robot to determine the
potential need for more help. This behavior has to be tempered with the deadlock/stagnation strategies detailed in
the next subsection.

3.5. Deadlock/stagnation

The stagnation problem was explicitly addressed by Mataric, et al using a turn-taking strategy enforced with simple
communication. In the case of more than two robots clearing rough, uneven terrain, this method will not be as
e ective. The study by Kube and Zhang and Kube and Bonabeau use small random angle of attack and position
changes invoked within a temporal window to solve the deadlock/stagnation problem. BISMARC uses a temporal
penalty input to the middle level pushing behavior to implement the random repositioning. Motion towards the
goal is de ned in terms of the radio beacons.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We ran 50 trials each with colonies of from two to six dozers using a randomly generated height eld. The area
encompassed a 50100 meter rectangle with a grid resolution of 5 cm. Each trial had di erent placement positions
for the rocks, with a statistical pro le of the Mars Path nder mission site used for mass and number of rocks. None
of the rocks were allowed to mass over 175 kilograms. It was assumed that the clearing, staging, and rock pile
areas were previously delimited by beacons as shown in Figure 1. Top speed on the dozers was set to 30 cm/sec,
with a mass of 100 kilograms, and a size of 221 meter (length, width, height). Power use on the dozers varied
continuously from 30 watts when idle, 60 watts when traveling over open terrain, to 110 watts when involved in
pushing the heaviest rock within the dozer's capability when alone. This capability was set to a maximum of 75
kilograms. In order to simulate wheel slippage, we set a 10% loss of traction when pushing a rock. The dozers were
forced to sleep during the night hours of the simulations, since there were no infrared sensors. A collision between
two dozers was considered as totally disabling to both, and a dozer that was hit by a rock being pushed by another
dozer was also considered totally disabled. Each dozer had a forward-facing set of stereo cameras with a baseline of
25 cm, a spatial resolution of 486512 pixels, and a 100 degree FOV, a transmitter/receiver with a bandwidth of 56
kbaud, and an 8 channel receiver for beacon monitoring.
Success in the simulation studies was measured in terms of total time for the task, and the number of dozers that
were healthy at the end of the run. Figure 3 plots the total average time taken for the task versus the number of
dozers that were allowed to participate up to a maximum of six. The graph starts at two dozers, since there was
always at least one rock within the clearing area that was larger than a solitary dozer could move.
The graph only includes 48 trials since in two of trials with two dozers, there was a collision that disabled both of
the dozers. These were the only trials that caused a total mission failure. The performance was not linear, indicating
that there is signi cant interference between the dozers as the total number increases. This behavior manifested
itself through more collisions with rocks being pushed by another dozer, more complicated repositioning operations
due to the "avoid other robots" behavior, and travel time delays due to the need to maintain a safe distance during
the recruitment phase. The rock-dozer collisions were caused by rocks dynamically approaching the about-to-be
damaged dozer from an angle outside the range of the forward-facing stereo hazard avoidance cameras.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper extended the rover control system called BISMARC to include behaviors that would be necessary for a
site clearing operation in support of a robotic colony. The FFH used for action selection in BISMARC maintained
its structure and weights, but the sensor perception models were modi ed to account for the faults. The results of a
total of 250 missions indicated the overall time needed to clear a given area decreased with an increase in the number
of available dozers, but did so non-linearly. Collisions between rocks being pushed and dozers, and time delays in
repositioning due to the close proximity of other dozers were the main contributing factors.
Although the FFH used in BISMARC was able to solve the control problem for the clearing task, the weights
between levels are determined in an ad hoc manner. We are currently examining methods for the learning of these
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Figure 3. Average total mission time for 48 simulation trials versus the number of dozers in each trial. Time is in
arbitrary simulation units with an average time of 3 weeks, 4 days for two dozers.

weights based on desired behavior for the site clearing task. Ideally, the amount of communication, semi-random
exploration of the clearing site, and interference between dozers needs to be minimized.
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